Some Justifications for Higher Taxes on High Incomes and Taxes on Wealth
A University of Massachusetts study found that the share of prime working-age adults who can’t
generate enough income to meet their basic needs was 38% in 2010—38% is 120 million Americans. The
Economic Policy Institute has determined that, on average, over two times the official federal poverty
income is needed to meet basic needs. In 2014, 33.4% or 105 million Americans had less than two times
the poverty income. Since per capita income and wealth are at historic highs, that over one hundred million
Americans have insufficient resources to meet their basic needs implies an unjust amount of our nation’s
economic product is going to people at the top. But moral arguments are made claiming that people with
extremely high incomes and wealth “deserve” what they have because they “earned” it. These arguments
have succeeded in creating beliefs that cause many people to oppose higher taxes on the wealthy.
In addition to believing that the work of the wealthy is solely responsible for their wealth, many people
believe that the wealthy deserve what they have based on their view that our economic system well
correlates financial reward and social contribution. They consider that an appropriate expression of
appreciation for a large social contribution is limited to the degree the taxes are higher on the wealthy.
However, a careful consideration of the relevant facts, including important ones commonly ignored, makes
the position unsupportable that very high income and wealth people deserve all that they have.
Our market compensation outcomes have often not well served the purpose of being proportional to
the social value of the work of individuals. Many of the greatest contributors to society have been
compensated little, and many people are among the wealthy as a result of socially harmful work. For
example, predatory lending and fraudulently selling high-risk loans and loan derivatives as low risk has
created this outcome, making some people in the financial industry very wealthy, even billionaires, and
ultimately resulting in one of the worst financial and economic crises in our history. Many other examples
exist suggesting societal contribution and reward are not positively correlated, some that do not involve
illegal activity. One reason for this is that market participants are generally not motivated to enhance
societal well-being per se; they are motivated to make the market more profitable for themselves, so when
a participant has the power to do so by making them less efficient, competitive, or fair, some participants
will.
Corporate governance deficiencies have also disconnected size of reward from the size of social
contribution allowing CEOs to receive compensations far beyond their contribution to their firm or society.
Also exploitive property rents have created huge wealth and negative social consequences. Similarly for
exploitive intellectual property “rents.” Patent laws are abused to extract enormous sums of money from
society, which depress the productive capacity of the economy and the well-being of the majority.
Of course, though, important positive contributions also have also played a role in the large amounts
of wealth and income of some individuals. But in all cases, products or services people provide are not
created in isolation, so precisely determining the amount of a societal contribution a particular individual
is responsible for is not possible. Individuals or teams of individuals make contributions in partnership with
enormous social resources. This extensive interdependence is of great importance in “deservedness”
considerations.
The large social resource resulting from public investments in infrastructure, R & D, and public
education is widely acknowledged, but often ignored, yet far more important is the impact of many
generations of accumulated knowledge. This too is a public resource, a very large one.
Productivity, or the value of goods and services produced per person-hour, advances almost every year
and has increased by a factor greater than 30 times since 1800. On a per capita basis, we produce over 30
times the value of goods and services per year than when the country was founded. (Worker hours per capita
are lower now than in 1800, so the GDP/capita ratio is an underestimate of the productivity gains.) An
equivalent amount of labor and capital supplied two hundred years ago that we supply today to produce our
GDP would have produced far less than 20% of our GDP. The over 80% difference results from
accumulated knowledge—a commonly inherited social resource.

Virtually all products and services today, and the tools (including processes) we use to create them,
have many past generations of knowledge advancements intrinsic to them. Since no one alive today is
responsible for this knowledge, it is an unearned gift of the past, as is its resulting beneficial impact. Given
the level of economic inequality now, an urgent moral imperative is upon us to find ways to more widely
share in the benefits produced by this huge common inheritance.
If, on average, over 80% of the difference in our income now from what it would have been just two
hundred years ago with the same labor and capital results from the social resource of accumulated
knowledge, then it is justified for over 80% to be returned to society for social needs—social needs best
served by taking little or none from those with low or middle incomes. Only what you produce, you have a
justifiable claim to. If you have a powerful partner, the partner deserves the result of his contribution. What
is due back to society can also be thought of as a license fee for society’s provision of its vast resources,
the most important of which is its inherited knowledge base.
Much higher tax rates on top incomes and wealth than exists is especially well justified morally
because the greater the income and wealth an individual has, the greater percentage of his gains resulted
from the productivity multiplying force of social resources. An individual separate from society using just
the knowledge of a thousand of years ago can produce little wealth. The social resource side of the
partnership with individuals is mainly responsible for huge productivities or incomes.
However, personal use of the vast inherited social resource of knowledge and the social resources
created by our society acting collectively today through governments far from fully explain the vastness of
the income of our highest income people. Most is the result of the productive capacity of the people in their
employment.
Modern day social resources multiply average employee productive capacity, but instead of receiving
the value they produce, much of it goes to the employer. If a large company’s average employee produces
much more in value than he or she receives in pay, the total of this excess generated by all employees is
very large. This large total is being distributed among employers, who are the people with the vast incomes:
upper management and company owners.
Corporations hire people if they will produce more in value than they receive in pay, and now, on
average, they are producing more than ever in history above the amount they are paid. Median wages have
stagnated for decades while corporate profits and upper management pay have soared to historic highs. This
means that employees, on average, have been creating increasingly large amounts of value but receiving
none or little of the gains. This is the dynamic behind our society’s huge and growing inequality since over
90% of American income earners receive their income as employees.
With the structure of our corporations and economic system as they are, higher taxes on top incomes
are necessary to rectify this injustice and will make possible the social benefits that would result from New
Enlightenment policies. A dysfunctional political system and media (and to an important degree even many
of our educational institutions) dominated by the influence of an economic elite makes the fact that common
social resources are mainly responsible for wealth generation as a moral justification for the taxes that
would greatly reduce economic hardship and substantially improve the living conditions of the majority of
Americans almost entirely unknown. Acting on this justification with appropriate taxes on high incomes
and wealth will not only greatly enhance the well-being of the large majority of people it will benefit
everyone if you measure well-being using a more appropriate measure than dollars exclusively.
Also, the myth that higher taxes on the wealthy would have harmful economic impacts is just that, a
myth. For example, from 1951 to 1980, when the top rate was between 70% and 92%, average annual
growth in the American economy was 3.7%. Today, many of the most prominent pundits and politicians
claim these tax rates cause economic disaster. In fact, they are associated with the opposite—economic
boom. The growth rate over the decade 2006 through 2015 averaged 1.4%, when the average top tax rate
was less than half the average of that between 1951 and 1980.1 What is depressing economic performance
now is the depressed purchasing power of many people because of the conditions creating our huge
inequality.
A progressive income tax system with a top rate of 55% on approximately the top 1%, and eliminating
special treatment of capital gains and “carried interest” relative to labor income, will generate enough
federal revenue to support an Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) expansion so no one working full time

would earn less than $35,000 per year (combined with a minimum wage increase to 11.10 per hour). This
income tax and EITC system is detailed in my book The New Enlightenment.
If a similar progressive income tax on heirs, or inheritance tax based on the amount inherited (with a
$300,000 exemption), replaced our estate tax it would yield $241 billion per year more than our current
estate tax. Inherited income is unearned income, so this is more justified than the tax on earnings, both
morally and economically. The problem of inherited value in businesses potentially forcing a sale to pay
the tax we can solve by offering a loan on the tax value with only interest due if necessary. Based on the
business valuation process, this would be easily payable from business income. The revenue from this
inheritance tax would be more than sufficient to give all students in two and four-year colleges free
tuition. The total tuition paid by students to public two and four-year colleges in 2012 was $141 billion.
Imagine the social benefits resulting from these policies made possible only by a moderate and welljustified increase in taxes at the top. A dysfunctional political system and media dominated by a tiny
economic elite make public policies that would benefit the majority such as these and others of similar (or
even greater) value almost unknown – and others that are widely known still beyond the possibility of
being seriously considered.
Education not only benefits society by creating a workforce that creates wealth, pays taxes, and
needs fewer government services. It also allows people to be more informed and effective participants in
a functional democracy. How much has the huge financial barrier to a college education cost us all in
wasted human resources? And how much of a drag on our economy will exist for many years into the
future from the over $1.2 trillion in student debt? We need not continue to tolerate this injustice and
dysfunction.
We can largely end the problems of poverty, the working poor and the current period of economic
malaise. With all full-time, two income households making at least $70,000 per year demand for goods
and services would increase substantially. Many other policies exist to create a more prosperous and far
more just and democratic society.

Economic and political inequalities were the main motivations for the Enlightenment period’s
societal transformations, including the one that created the United States. Comparisons of data from
medieval England and today indicate economic inequality is more extreme now than it was before the
Enlightenment. For this reason and others, it is time for a new Enlightenment to again replace an
aristocratic social order with one more egalitarian and democratic. The 34 public policies detailed in The
New Enlightenment essentially are a blueprint on how we can accomplish this.
The importance of the social resource side of the partnership in which all individuals participate in
creating wealth some of the most prestigious economists, sociologists, philosophers, and political theorists
have recognized and described for over two centuries. Their views’ significance to public policy was great
when they expressed them, and it is now greater than ever. Some have quantified the proportion of wealth
creation today that results from inherited social resources. Below is a large sampling of some of their views
on the importance of social resources in wealth creation, with a summary of some of their reasoning.

Now is the time for The New Enlightenment
A twenty-first century peaceful American revolution

Thomas Paine
English-American political activist, Founding Father, author
and political theorist, who inspired the “Patriots” in 1776 to
declare independence from Britain wrote: “It is as impossible
for an individual to acquire personal property without the aid
of society as it is for him to make land originally." Everything
an individual produces "beyond what a man's own hands
produce" results from living in society so he “owes on every
principle of justice, of gratitude, and of civilization, a part of
that accumulation back again to society from whence the
whole came…"

Leonard T. Hobhouse
British sociologist of the late 19th and early 20th century and
founder of theoretical sociology and the first professor of
sociology in Britain wrote the "prosperous business man"
should consider "what single step he could have taken"
without the “sum of intelligence which civilization has placed
at his disposal" and the “inventions which he uses which he
uses as a matter of course and which have been built up by the
collective effort of generations.”
“The true function of taxation is to secure to society the
element in wealth that is of social origin or… all that does not
owe its origin to the efforts of living individuals. When
taxation, based on these principles is utilized to secure healthy
conditions of existence to the mass of the people it is clear that this is no case of robbing Peter to pay Paul.
Peter is not robbed. Apart from the tax it is he who would be robbing the State. A tax which enables
the State to secure a certain share of social value is not something deducted from that which the
taxpayer has an unlimited right to call his own, but rather a repayment of something which was all
along due to society.” (Bolds are mine)
“An individualism which ignores the social factor in wealth will … deprive the community of its just
share in the fruits of industry and so result in a one-sided and inequitable distribution of wealth”
Frank Knight
Economist and one founder of the free-market Chicago School of
economics, wrote in 1923 in “The Ethics of Competition”: “the
ownership of personal or material productive capacity is based upon
a complex mixture of inheritance (meaning of knowledge and other
socially created factors), luck, and effort, probably in that order of
relative importance. What is the ideal distribution from the stand
point of absolute ethics may be disputed, but of the three
considerations named certainly none but the effort can have ethical
validity. From the standpoint of absolute ethics most persons will
probably agree that inherited capacity represents an obligation to the
world rather than a claim upon it.
Individual productive capacity is multiplied by the “ total
accumulated social inheritance [that] is mental or spiritual or
'cultural,' as well as 'material.' “There is "no visible reason," why anyone is "more or less entitled" to
benefit from a personal "capacity resulting from impersonal social processes."
Thorstein Veblen
Late 19 and early 20th century American economist and
sociologist, and leader of the institutional economics
movement describes the cause of society’s inequity in his
(and our current) time this way: The same natural right
that once entitled the small farmer to the fruits of his
labor were unjustly given the owners of capital. This
small minority is given ownership and control of "the
state of the industrial arts, a creation of the community”
He considered this tiny elite "vested interests" or the
“kept classes” and expressed that in modern rights of
ownership conditions there is “nothing better than a
means of assured defeat and vexation for the common
man” He emphasized that traditional moral views of entitlement need to be adapted to the industrial
system. In primitive agricultural societies almost all wealth creation was the result of the labor of
the individual, so justifiable claims by society were small. Now a large proportion of productive
power originates with commonly inherited knowledge and other societal factors.
th

Richard Posner
Legal theorist, economist and judge on the United States Court of
Appeals, and the most cited legal scholar of the 20th century
observed that in "a state of nature people would not have much
in the way of life, liberty, or property." and “The long life, spacious
liberties, and extensive property of the average American citizen
are the creation not of that American alone but of society-a vast
aggregation of individuals, living and dead-and of geographical
luck (size, topography, location, natural resources, climate)”

Robert Solow
In his landmark 1957 paper on economic growth, Nobel-Prize
winning economist Robert Solow wrote that the progress of
knowledge is the main stimulus to long-term economic growth. In
his Nobel Prize lecture, he stated: “Gross output per hour of work
in the U. S. economy doubled between 1909 and 1949; and some
seven-eighths of that increase could be attributed to technical
change…” He determined an increase in capital in 1949 was
responsible for one-eighth of the ability to produce twice as much
per hour as in 1909. Solow found that output per hour (measured in
1939 dollars) increased from 62 cents to $1.27 between 1909 and
1949, and only eight cents of this increase could be attributed to
increases in capital. All the people who contributed to society the
knowledge and the resulting technological advancements over the
period were responsible for the rest. This knowledge is a common
social resource.

Herbert Simon
American political scientist, sociologist, American Nobel laureate
economist and widely viewed as one of the most important social
scientists of the 20th century at his 2000 Gaus Award Lecture before
the American Political Science Association said this regarding
individual entitlements in a world increasingly dominated by
societal contribution. "If we are very generous with ourselves I
suppose we might claim that we ‘earned’ as much as one fifth of
[our income]." The rest“is the patrimony associated with being a
member of an enormously productive social system, which has
accumulated a vast store of physical capital, and an even larger
store of intellectual capital-including knowledge, skills, and
organizational know-how held by all of us-so that interaction with
our equally talented fellow citizens rubs off on us both much of this
knowledge and this generous allotment of unearned income.”
How much of this inherited patrimonial share of output should
be returned to society from individuals "is a matter of values to be decided by political processes. Since a
very large share of American per capita income was due to "the happy accident that the income recipient
was born in the U.S.,” and " the huge gift bestowed as a patrimony," or that is received simply by the
chance of birth, Simon believed it should be subject to high taxation.
Based on Simon’s view that more than 80% of income is from social contributions or less than 20% is
earned by individual labor, a tax rate greater than 80% would be justly due, to return benefits to its source.
This would only be appropriately applied where it would be beneficial to society, such as where high
concentrations of wealth or income exist, not in the case of the poor or middle class.
Robert Dahl
Yale professor and former president of the American Political
Science Association, Robert Dahl, often described as "the
Dean" of American political scientists stated: "It is immediately
obvious that little growth in the American economy can be
attributed to the actions of particular individuals." “A large
firm is inherently a social and political enterprise. It is
inherently social in the sense that its very existence and
functioning depend on contributions made by joint actions, past
and current, that cannot be attributed to specific persons: the
arrow of causation is released by 'social forces,' history,
culture, or other poorly defined agents." “…without the
protection of a dense network of laws enforced by public
governments, the largest American corporation could not exist for a day. Without a labor force the firm
would vanish. It would slowly languish if the labor force were not suitably educated. Who then provides for
the education of its skilled workers, its white-collar employees, its executives? One of a firm's most critical
resources is language. Language comes free, provided by “society" and millennia of evolution.”
“Concepts, ideas, civic orientations like the famous Protestant ethic, the condition of science and
technology: these are social. Who has made a larger contribution to the operation of General Electric–
its chief executives or Albert Einstein or Michael Faraday or Isaac Newton?” "Insofar as a right to
property is justified by the principle that one is entitled to use the products of one's own labor as
one chooses ... the principle would lead to the conclusion that the control and ownership of the
economy rightfully (largely) belongs to 'society.' If so, means must be found for ‘society’ to exercise
the control to which it is entitled by virtue of its collective ownership."
Dahl proposed redistributive measures and employee-owned enterprises as ways for society to exercise
this control. "changes in the way the economy is likely to be perceived in the future would almost certainly
help to make distributive issues more salient." The "ill fit" between conventional "private" views of
economic institutions and their "social and public" nature, he observed, "creates a discordance that
probably cannot be indefinitely sustained."

Gar Alperovitz
Gar Alperovitz, Professor of Political Economy, University of
Maryland, former Fellow of King's College, Cambridge; a founding
Fellow of Harvard’s Institute of Politics; a Fellow at the Institute for
Policy Studies; and an ex-Legislative Director in the U.S. House of
Representatives and the U.S. Senate wrote this on who deserves what
and why: “society's contribution is not only ‘current’ in the sense of
active systems and institutions that facilitate everyday life, but, more
importantly, it is also inherited, a ‘gift of the past’ in the form of
material, intellectual, and cultural assets created and preserved by
previous generations….”
These “active systems” include the publicly funded educational
system, transportation system, legal system and the system of
government research institutions that all support “private” wealth
creation. All these public system’s capacity to support wealth creation result from inherited “gifts of the
past” “… the most important contribution of society (and of the past) is inherited and ever-expanding
knowledge…” “since the wealth we today enjoy is largely a gift of the past, and since no one individual
contributes more than a minor amount compared to the gift of the past, … society as a whole (after due
consideration of all other issues of policy and incentive) has a primary moral claim to that (very large)
portion of wealth that the inherited knowledge was instrumental in creating. “…the ever-growing
contribution of the past inevitably becomes proportionately larger and more valuable, year by year, than
the time-bound contribution of any specific ‘new’ generation.”
“The critical question is how long a society of extreme and growing inequality, of growing social
and economic pain—and, simultaneously, of ever-advancing technological capability and productive
knowledge—can ignore the distributive implications of a simple acknowledgment of the enormity of
that which comes to us all from those who preceded us in history”.

William Baumol
William Baumol, New York University professor of economics,
ranked as among the most influential economists in the world (by
IDEAS/RePEc), estimated in the 1960s that “nearly 90
percent…of current GDP was contributed by innovation
carried out since 1870”.

Douglass North
Douglass North, Nobel laureate economist, also expressed the view that
"growth in the stock of knowledge" is the fundamental underlying
determinant of modern economic growth. "Successful economic
development will occur when the belief system that has evolved has
created a 'favorable' artifactual structure (knowledge, culture, and their
transmission mechanisms) that can confront the novel experiences that the
individual and society face and resolve positively the novel dilemmas."
“…the beliefs that individuals, groups, and societies hold which
determine choices are a consequence of learning through time-not just the
span of an individual's life or of a generation of a society but the learning
embodied in individuals, groups, and societies that is cumulative through
time and passed on intergenerationally by the culture of a society.”

Kenneth J. Arrow
Kenneth J. Arrow, American Nobel laureate economist wrote: "There are
large gains to social interaction above and beyond what ... individuals
and subgroups could achieve on their own... a surplus (is) created by the
existence of 'society’ as such which is available for redistribution”.

George Akerlof
Nobel laureate, George Akerlof, agrees "Our current standard of living
… is due almost entirely to the cumulative process of learning that has
taken us from Stone Age poverty to twenty-first-century affluence”

Brian Barry
Brian Barry, Professor Emeritus of Political Philosophy at Columbia
University and Professor Emeritus of Political Science at the London
School of Economics, emphasizes that this insight is especially important
in advanced countries, where people are born into a wealth of
"productive capital, good systems of communications, orderly
administration, well-developed systems of education and training, and so
on…any claims that those now alive can make to special advantages
derived from the efforts of their ancestors [are] quite limited.”

Theodore Roosevelt
President Theodore Roosevelt in his groundbreaking "New
Nationalism" speech of 1910 stated that the just and reasonable
resolution of the "conflict between the men who possess more than they
have earned and the men who have earned more than they possess is
the central condition of progress."… “The really big fortune, the swollen
fortune, by the mere fact of its size acquires qualities which differentiate it
in kind as well as in degree from what is possessed by men of relatively
small means. Therefore, I believe in a graduated income tax on big
fortunes, and …a graduated inheritance tax on big fortunes…increasing
rapidly in amount with the size of the estate”.

Joel Mokyr
Joel Mokyr, economic historian and former President of the
Economic History Association, summarizes what should result in the
good fortune of all of us all this way: “Knowledge is a pure public
good” Increases in the stock of human knowledge, technological
progress and changes of institutions has provided us with a “free
lunch” or “an increase in output that is not commensurate with the
increase in effort and cost necessary to bring it about”.

Joseph Stiglitz
Nobel laureate economist Joseph Stiglitz expressed this view: "Just
as the importance of land in production changed dramatically as the
economy moved from agriculture to industry, so too does the
movement to a knowledge economy necessitate a rethinking of
economic fundamentals." But as Gar Alperovitz (and similarly many
other scholars in this field) points out: “we must now add the
judgment that such a rethinking must include the question of what
is contributed and what is inherited, what is earned and what is
unearned, and, accordingly, who deserves what, and why?”

Benjamin Franklin
Benjamin Franklin wrote the following. Benjamin Franklin, a
Founding Fathers of the United States, has been called "The First
American." A renowned political theorist, politician, scientist,
inventor, civic activist, statesman, diplomat, author, and printer. As
a scientist and political theorist, he was a major figure in the
American Enlightenment.
“All the Property that is necessary to a Man, for the
Conservation of the Individual and the Propagation of the Species,
is his natural Right, which none can justly deprive him of: But all
Property superfluous to such purposes is the Property of the
Publick, who, by their Laws, have created it, and who may therefore by other Laws dispose of it,
whenever the Welfare of the Publick shall demand such Disposition. He that does not like civil Society on
these Terms, let him retire and live among Savages. He can have no right to the benefits of Society, who
will not pay his Club toward the Support of it.”

For a much more detailed analysis and discussion of the moral, economic and other justifications for
higher taxes on very high incomes and taxes on extraordinary wealth see Part 4 of The New
Enlightenment

In Conclusion
Higher taxes on high incomes and taxes on extraordinary wealth are justified and necessary. The resulting
increase in revenues we can use to make dramatic improvements in society. Clearly, many needs exist. Tens
of millions of Americans are in poverty, food insecure or under other unnecessary economic hardships now.
We are far from realizing our ideals of equal opportunity and equal justice for all. The resulting increase in
revenues will lift tens of millions of Americans out of poverty to a standard of living that now exists in the
middle class and substantially improve the standard of living of tens of millions more; create a true
government of, for, and by the people; widely establish a more just and better functioning corporate form;
make economically stimulative and badly needed improvements to our infrastructure, and will have other
important beneficial impacts on our society.

Now is the time for The New Enlightenment
A twenty-first century peaceful American revolution
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